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CASE STUDY - SIR CHARLES THE LION V

1. CASE SYNOPSIS

This case was a combination of  Flower Essence therapy and Animal Communication.  Sir
Charles the Lion V (“Charles”) , a large (15+ lbs) neutered male orange tabby cat, had been
exhibiting what seemed to JB to be digestive disorders: vomiting and urinating and
defecating in places other than the litter box.  Following telepathic communication it was
revealed that although Charles had some physical issues in the past, the cause of his
inappropriate elimination was a desire and or need for more of JB’s attention.   It was
further revealed that Charles was attempting to assist JB in her own desire to open her
“vision”, to expand her psychic awareness, by inspiring her to focus more on the here and

now.  JB was also participating in flower essence therapy at the time (see JB, New Orleans
Case Study for comparison).  As a result of flower essence therapy Charles and JB
developed a closer/deeper  relationship, Charles stopped the inappropriate elimination
for the most part, and JB has begun to communicate with Charles on a different level.

2. BACKGROUND HISTORY

    

Sir Charles the Lion V (“Charles”), named for a Brazilian friend’s pet lion, was
approximately 8 or 9 years of age at first consultation.  He was adopted  as a kitten  from
the Louisiana SPCA  with another kitten as a companion.  (The other cat died a couple of
years later.)  No information is known about either of his parents.

Charles had upper respiratory issues when adopted and was missing the  whiskers  on
one side of his face. The SPCA advised not to adopt him (he was to be euthanised).  For
two weeks after adoption  he was isolated in the bathroom where a humid environment
was created for him with steam from the shower.
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Charles’ first home was with JB and her male companion, C.  They were all  together 1-2
years prior to Hurricane Katrina (2005), after which the family was split up for a period of
time and Charles then lived with C. Alone with other cats.  During the evacuation
following the hurricane, Charles had been confined to a small space with four other cats
and  was kept either in a box or in one room .  Charles lived with C.  for approximately 1
½ years in JB’s physical vicinity and was able to and did visit with JB on a regular basis.
Due to issues with JB and C. and the split up cat family, Charles was moved to live with
JB.

Charles has had known “digestive problems” for 4-5 years, beginning after the hurricane
when he had blood in his fecal matter.  At one time he was given an anti-parasitic
medicine. He also  had digestive problems (vomiting and soft fecal matter) during a
period when JB had a boyfriend with "erratic energy" (who “was not an animal person”);
the issue cleared up after she broke up with him.  Charles  had a bladder infection  - peed
on everything, and  had blood in his urine.  His bladder infection started just before she
went out of town and after the digestive issues had gotten better.  JB stated that his last
digestive issue was that he vomited a couple of days prior to our first session.

JB admitted that Charles has never had a proper diagnosis.  She does not take him to the
vet, though she consults with a homeopathic vet on occasion. She tends to diagnose the
issues herself and treat them intuitively.

Charles had been eating canned food until he lived with  C. when his diet was changed to
an all dry food diet.   He is now eating Evo grain-free dry food (and at  initial consultation,
with cranberry powder added).  JB  indicated she thought he may be allergic to grain and
she put cranberry powder on his food because of his prior bladder infection (which she
thought to be from a high protein diet). Charles doesn’t like the taste of the cranberry
powder (per telepathic communication) but eats it anyway.  During the initial session, JB
read the food package and discovered that there is already cranberry in the food and
discontinued the cranberry powder addition.  JB also stated that Charles tends to lose
weight if he is not on an Evo diet. She related that when she gave the cats wet food “they
got whiny around the food” and were not calm., thus she prefers to feed them the dry Evo.

3. PRESENTING PHENOMENOLOGY

On initial consultation (17 November 2010) Charles was stand-off-ish, though
approachable .  (See initial photos: taken from a distance while practitioner sat with JB at
a table several feet away on the outdoor deck.)  His coat appeared dry though healthy.  He
had no obvious lesions or dryness to his skin.  He appeared to be in generally good
health.  Charles appeared to have a “grumpiness” about him - which he exhibited towards
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both feline and human.  He seemed to want to be left alone and gave the indication that
he might become combative if not.  He made no vocalizations of any kind.  His eating and
sleeping habits at this time seemed normal for a cat with indoor-outdoor living
arrangement: ate when food was made available, slept when there was no activity in the
area.   He was not particularly agitated, though there was the “grumpy” under current.
JB was concerned  about his inappropriate urination and marking inside the apartment,
and he  was being barred from coming indoors without supervision as a result.  JB related
that Charles marks new things that are brought into the house: eg a new broom, or a room
that he is denied access to. He also urinates in the house  when there are too many people
around; and he occasionally marks because of other cats (feral). 

4. INFORMATION ABOUT CARETAKER & LIVING CONTEXT

Charles lives with JB and a younger female calico cat (“Cali”) in a studio apartment in
New Orleans.  The apartment is on the second floor of a circa 1900 house with a first-floor
space used by JB as a professional massage treatment area.  JB works partly in this space
and partly for a spa, thus her time at home varies. There is an attached fenced wooden
deck off of the upstairs living space which extends the living area and gives the cats a
secure outdoor space.  It is a cozy space: JB has a number of plants in containers on the
deck as well as a variety of outdoor furniture.

JB has been the sole caretaker of the two cats for about 1.5 yrs since Charles was moved
from living nearby with C., her former mate.  She stated that the cats get along “fine” and
that if it’s cold they will snuggle with each other.  JB also cares for  two “feral cats”.
Charles and Cali get along with these two and they all hang out on her deck.  There appear
to be additional “feral cats” who come onto the outside deck area from time to time and
are chased off by one or the other of the cats.  JB says Charles likes her current boyfriend
N. who takes care of Charles and Cali when JB is out of town.

JB stated that she puts Charles outside when he has digestive issues and  when he marks -
and Charles stays outside during the day while she is working.  JB indicated that she
doesn’t let Charles stay in the house if she’s gone (day or night) because she’s afraid he
will pee; she creates a warm spot for him outside when it’s cold.  Cali, the other cat,  is left
inside with access to all rooms, and Cali assists JB in her massage treatments by lying on
the massage table and/or on the client during the treatments.

At the time of initial consultation, JB’s life was frenetic: lots of activity, coming and going.
Work activity and social and creative activity.  Her mental life seemed to be as frantic as
the physical; always busy.  JB seemed for the most part to be very positive but busy. She
seemed easily distracted and altered off course by the next interesting thing.  In her flower
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essence therapy JB  indicated a desire to connect more fully with  other beings.  As a result
of JB’s busy-ness and Charles’ “banishment” to the outdoors, her interaction with Charles
was somewhat limited.

5. PRACTITIONER ASSESSMENT and HEALING GOALS

The flower essence therapy goals for Charles’ as stated by JB were  to resolve digestive
issues;  to reduce and or eliminate his marking; and  to reduce or eliminate his vomiting.
(JB indicated concern about missing teeth on the intake form but this appeared not to be
an issue following consultation.)

Following initial consultation and the first telepathic communication with Charles (on 11-
20-10) practitioner felt that Charles’ digestive issues were a result of his relationship with
JB, her lifestyle and the intrusion of other cats and people into his life.  There was also a
hint of jealousy regarding Cali’s ability to stay indoors and assist with the healing
treatments.

The remedy combination was chosen as follows: practitioner’s notes were transcribed; key
words were highlighted and a list was made of the highlighted words, from which
practitioner developed a left-brain sense of the major under-lying issues. The FES
Members’ Online Repertory was then searched based on the key word list. Next a list of
possible essence choices was derived from this search. Finally, intuition, muscle-testing
and telepathic communication were used to ascertain which of those essences, if any, were
appropriate for Charles.

The initial remedy was:

- Baby Blue Eyes (blue) - Early rejection & lack of support hardened into mistrustful
attitude;
- CA Pitcher Plant (Purple) - tendency to weak digestion; difficulty breaking down
foreign elements in food; physical vigor and strength through harnessing instinctive
forces;
- Chicory (blue) - Illness may be to get attention;
- Impatiens (pink) - Tendency to eat too fast;
- Self-Heal (pink) - confidence in body's ability to digest and assimilate food; being
nourished and energized by what one eats; and
- Quaking Grass (yellow) - Dysfunctional in group settings, inability to compromise,
over-attachment to personal will and desire in social situations.

Even before telepathic communication with Charles it was fairly clear that there were
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issues between JB and Charles that needed addressing: a need for more attention, in
particular.  Practitioner determined that one of the goals of the joint therapy was to assist
Charles and JB to more effectively communicate with one another, which would lead to
healing of the other issues.  Practitioner recommended to JB that she begin by speaking
more (out loud) with Charles by telling him when she was leaving, where she was going
and when she would return home; by telling him the reason for his banishment at the time
it happens; and in general to explain to him what was going.  Practitioner also suggested
a technique for communicating/connecting with him while away.  In the end, the times
when  JB administered the flower essences became a bonding period for Charles and JB.

It is believed that Charles is currently (October 2011) being given semi-regular
applications of the original remedy combination.


